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From upper left: Jerusalem skyline looking north from St. Elijah Monastery, a souq in the Old City, Mamilla
Mall, the Knesset, the Dome of the Rock, the citadel (known as the Tower of David) and the Old City walls,
and the Western Wall.
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Note: The following post accompanies Takuan Seiyoâ€™s latest piece.Both are being kept â€œstickyâ€•
until tonight. Scroll down for other posts that have appeared since Wednesday. Certain posts at Gates of
Vienna, among them those by Takuan Seiyo, tend to attract the attention and comments of people who are
preoccupied with the Jews.
Gates of Vienna
Negative untamed power: People from many cultures and traditions have interpreted the wolf as representing
the untamed (unconscious).The word wolf is widely common in the Indo-European roots of language and
often not only stands for the animal, but describes in the old Germanic languages the bandit, murderer,
slayer, defied criminal, evil ghost or supernatural beast.
Jungian Archetype of the wolf â€“ gods and godnesses
Stephen William Hawking (/ËˆstiË•vÉ™n ËˆhÉ”Ë•kÉªÅ‹/ ascolta [?Â·info]; Oxford, 8 gennaio 1942 â€“
Cambridge, 14 marzo 2018) Ã¨ stato un cosmologo, fisico, matematico, astrofisico, accademico e divulgatore
scientifico britannico fra i piÃ¹ autorevoli e conosciuti fisici teorici al mondo, noto soprattutto per i suoi studi
sui buchi neri, sulla cosmologia quantistica e sull'origine dell'universo.
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